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FOREWORD

This issue of the Technical Report on the Accelerators describes the operations
for physics experiments and beam tests, various technical improvements and ongoing
projects during the year 1999.

As usual, the first chapter reports on the standard operation of GANIL with
stable ions, with analysis of the beam time distribution and statistics, including failures.
A major project was the production and subsequent acceleration, over a long period of
time, of an intense 5SNin* beam produced using the MIVOC method, which contributed
strongly to the discovery of the doubly-magic 48Ni element.

The renovation and development program (Chapter 2), including methods for
producing metallic ion beams, gathered speed thanks to the completion of SPIRAL. A
large share of these projects were high-intensity oriented.

This trend also obviously applies to projects directly linked to the THI operation.
In a special test, a 1.3xltf3 pps nC beam (later raised to 2xl013pps for several hours)
was accelerated and extracted from SSC2 at an energy of 75 MeV/n. Simultaneously,
comparisons were made between simulations and beam test results for a clearer
understanding of space charge effects on accelerator transmission efficiency.
Chapter 3 covers the THI related projects.

The final chapter deals with IRRSUD. This project, which is funded and on the
way to completion, uses low energy beams delivered by the two injector cyclotrons for
industrial applications and research, such as nanotechnologies and simulation of
defects in solids.

Eric Baron
Head of the Accelerator Division



PREFACE

Ce numéro du rapport technique des accélérateurs décrit le fonctionnement pour
la physique, les études machine, les améliorations techniques et les nouveaux projets
pour l'année 1999.

Le premier chapitre décrit comme il est de tradition le fonctionnement classique
de GAN1L avec des faisceaux d'ions stables, l'analyse de la distribution du temps de
fonctionnement, et les statistiques, y compris les pannes. Un des faits les plus
marquants a été la production et l'accélération, sur une longue période d'un faisceau
intense de 5$M

ii+ , obtenu à partir de la source par la méthode MIVOC, et qui a
contribué à la découverte du noyau doublement magique 4SNi.

Le programme de rénovations et de développements (chapitre 2) , dont celui de
méthodes de production d'ions métalliques, a repris une allure plus rapide que les deux
années passées, assez contraintes par les travaux de construction de SPIRAL. Une
bonne fraction de ces actions a été orientée vers le fonctionnement avec des intensités
élevées.

Il en est de même évidemment pour les actions reliées directement à THI: une
étude machine particulière a permis d'atteindre le but fixé pour un faisceau d'ions
légers: 1.3xltf3 , puis 2xltf3 pps de 13C ont été extraits de CSS2 pendant plusieurs
heures à une énergie de 75 MeV/n. Parallèlement, des tests sur faisceau ont été menés
pour clarifier l'influence des phénomènes de charge d'espace pour comparaison avec
des simulations. L'ensemble des actions THI fait l'objet du troisième chapitre.

Le dernier chapitre décrit le projet d'IRRSUD, une installation utilisant les
faisceaux de faible énergie des cyclotrons injecteurs à des fins d'applications
industrielles et de recherches (nanotechnologies, simulation des dégâts causés dans les
matériaux). Ce projet est en cours de réalisation.

Eric Baron
Chef de la Division des Accélérateurs
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ACCELERATOR OPERATION
M.-H. Moscatello

1. Operating statistics:
The table below shows the beam time distribution from 29 March to 11 December, covering 5135 hours of

operation.

Startup and tests UGS2
Preparation of beams
Nuclear Physics (HE)
Non-Nuclear Physics (HE)
SIRA and GARI
FULIS
Industrial Irradiations
Beam Tests
Maintenance
Other (including SSC1 failure)
TOTAL

Scheduled
(hours)

288
710

2550
399
168
572
24
360
28
36

5135

Completed
(hours)

247
842

2422
393
175
523
24

339.5
36

133.5
5135

Completed/Scheduled
%

85.8
118.6

95
98.5
104
91.4
100
94.3
128.6

Completed
%

4.8
16.4

47.17
7.65
3.4

10.18
0.47
6.61
0.7
2.6
100

Beam preparation time is 16% this year, compared with
23% in 1998. This reduction resulted partly from the decrease

in the average number of beams per week of operation, as well
as a significant reduction in setting time.

Beam availability for users is given in the table below:

Beam available for users
Unforeseeable unavailabilities: resettings
Unforeseeable unavailabilities: failures
Total

Hours
3107
157
273
3537

%
87.85
4.45
7.7
100

The relatively high rate of failures during the experiments
primarily corresponds to unexpected tiiggerings of the UGS2
safety management system.

2. Accelerated ions

Ion

"Mg
UC
"S

"Ar
MAi
5 0Ar
"C

«Pb
xAi

'"O
"C

3 5Ni
18O

Energy (MeV/u)

95
75

77.5
95
13
95
95
4.3
4.3
95
95
60
63

Ion

"C
'"Ge
"tte
"Ni
3 0Ar
"C

/U5Pb

"c
°°Kr
50Kr
"Mg

Energy (MeV/u)

95
62
95
74
95
95
29
95
75
5.3

4.26
95

25 beams were accelerated in 30 weeks of operation, including 5 at medium energy (use of SSC1 only).



3. Occupation of rooms
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4. Failure distribution by equipment class:

The failures were distributed as follows:

Water leak RF SSC1 cavity
UGS

Power supplies
ECR sources

RF
Data processing

Vacuum
High voltage power supply

Electronics
Charges

Sissi
Robots
Other

Total number of failure hours

Number of hours

122
109

100.5
56
41
20
14
11
14
4.5
5.5
17

33.5
548

Failure time in %

22.2
19.9
18.3
10.2
7.5
3.6
2.6
2

2.6
1
1

3.1
6

100



5. Highlights

The accelerator was started up on 29 March 1999, and
operations were spread over four periods of 7, 9, 8 and
8 weeks respectively, or a total of 32 weeks. The final period
(initially planned for 6 weeks) was prolonged by ten days to
10 December, to allow programming of the fusion
experiment for the production of super-heavy elements.
Experiments using SISSI (which now operates reliably) to
produce secondary beams accounted for 48% of scheduled
beam time this year for physics experiments, and
proceeded smoothly on the whole. The excellent results
obtained with the ECR4 source of CO2 on the production of
58Ni"+ allowed the delivery of a beam of Nickel 58 of 3.5[iA
(or 600 Watts) on the SISSI target, for ten days, and strongly
contributed to the discovery of Nickel 48. Many high-intensity
beams were produced in operation in 1999:

13C at 75 MeV/A, 800 Watts on the SISSI target, for the
production of a 'He beam

58Ni at 74 MeV/A, 700 Watts on the SISSI target, for the
production of ^ i

^Kr at 5.5 MeV/A, 675 Watts on the production target, to
produce super-heavy nuclei.

One experiment nevertheless had to be rescheduled twice,
following two water leaks in the cooling circuit of one of the
two RF cavities of SSC1, which led to more than 100 hours of
accelerated down time, requiring a major reorganization of the
schedule.

The safety management system, entirely reorganized for
the integration of SPIRAL, displayed a number of
malfunctions, which sporadically disturbed the physics
experiments. Power supply failures increased substantially,
and the renovation of some components is now essential for
these facilities.

Time allocated to beam tests was reduced this year to 7%
of operating time, instead of 10% in 1998, due to the many
reorganizations of the operating schedule.

Two THI beam tests were eliminated, but developments of
adjustment and numerical interlock applications continued, as
well as new diagnostic studies.

6. Prospects

The use of more intense beams to produce secondary
beams in SISSI, and to produce super-heavy nuclei, will
continue, and the reliability of the accelerator must therefore
be maintained by means of a sustained renovation program.

Developments on metallic beam production methods will
increase, and besides the improvements of reliability for ^
tests will be conducted for Calcium beams.
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PRIMARY BEAM ECR SOURCES
P. Lehérissier

En 1999, les sources ECR4/C01 et ECR4/C02 ont
fourni 5800 heures de faisceau pour le fonctionnement de
l'accélérateur (16 ions gazeux et 8 ions métalliques) et environ
400 heures consacrées aux essais de développement.

Une augmentation significative des intensités de
faisceau de Nickel a été obtenue par l'utilisation de la méthode
MIVOC [1]

En fin d'année, la source ECR 4 de l'injecteur C02
a été remplacée par une version plus récente, ECR 4M, qui se
différentie par un meilleur confinement magnétique.

In 1999, ECR Ion Sources were used for
5800 hours for beam production and about 400 hours for
beam development. (16 gaseous and 8 solid ion beams were
accelerated).

A significant improvement in Nickel ion beam
intensity was achieved using the MIVOC Method [1]

At the end of the year, ECR4 on Injector CO2 was
upgraded to ECR 4 M with a higher magnetic field..

1. ECR 4 / C01 on 100 kV platform

• Following the loosening of a number of permanent
magnets observed in 1998, a hexapole ring and its
sleeving were replaced before the accelerator was
restarted.

• The Source-Platform combination operated smoothly
for all the beams delivered to the experimental
workers. A number of examples are given in Table 1.

• The production of THI 36Aria* beams at 85 kV was
marked by the difficulty of achieving a stable
reproduction of previous performance (lOOuA). This

situation, partly due to miscellaneous pressure
problems in the extraction zone, revealed the need for
a reliable and efficient pumping system in this
sensitive area. However, the increase in pumping
capacity (addition of a cryogenic pump), in the present
geometry, does not improve the general operation of
the platform. This led us to conduct tests to understand
the mechanisms limiting this operation to 85 kV and
2 mA total beam extracted. A modification of
platform is planned to adapt it to the recent
performance of the ECR sources [2].

ION

ECR4-CO1
13C3+

48 Ca 10+

208 Pb 25+

ECR4-CO2
24 Mg 7+

76Ge13+

58NM1+

METHOD

gas: nat. CO2
poven: CaO+AI+He

56% enriched

poven: Pb (98%)+ O2

poven: Mg nat.+ He

poven: GeO2(%)+ Ne

mivoc: Ni(C5H5)2 nat.

HT

84 kV
76 kV

67 kV

19 kV

20 kV

24 kV

1
SOURCE

22 UA
2.5 pA

4.5 UA

10 to 14 pA

1.5 to 4 pA

15 uA

REMARKS

Stable THI beam with 3 kW at SSC2 exit
0.02 mg/h, stable for 15 days: 1 load

1 mg/h, stable for 9 days: 1 load

0.18 mg/h, stable for 16 days

variable reproducibility and consumption (0.2 to 1.8 mg/h)
depending on charges used

4 mg/h for 14 days with discovery of Ni 48

Table 1: Characteristics of beams produced in 1999
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2. ECR4/C02

It is used to produce most of the metallic ion beams. A
number of examples are given in Table 1.
Its operation during the year was also marked by a
premature replacement of the klystron of the UHF
14.5 GHz emitter (6000 h), and, as on the ECR4/CO1
source, by the separation of a few magnets, requiring
maintenance on a ring and the inside sleaving of the
hexapole.

The main development objective was to increase the
intensity of the Nickel ion beam. Hitherto obtained by
the evaporation of NiO in a micro-oven, this method
was subjected to tests which helped improve operating
reliability at high temperature (1500°C) by the addition
of fixing and centering rings, as well as performance
(20uA of Ni14+ instead of 3u A) with polarization of the
micro-oven [3]. However, the control of consumption
and reproducibility still demanded lengthy fine-tuning.
The effort was hence focussed on adapting the MTVOC
(Metallic Ion from Volatile Compounds) methods to
the ECR4 source. The use of Ferrocene -Fe(C5H5)2-
helped solve conductance problems, followed by the
production of a high-intensity beam of a very stable
*Fe11+=70uA beam. -Fig.l- [3].

Tests with Nickelocene -Ni(C5H5)2- confirmed the
possibilities offered by this method by producing a
stable beam of 30uA of 58Ni12+ Fig.2. Subsequently, a
15uA beam of Ni1I+ helped obtain a power of 800W on
the SISSI target, and led to the discovery of the
doubly-magic isotope Ni 48 [4] .
A number of difficulties still remain to be solved:
sensitivity of samples to air and moisture, outgassing
time longer than 12h, variation in evaporation with
ambient temperature, less evaporation after a few days
despite a large quantity of compound in the MTVOC
chamber.
The understanding of the outgassing phases will
shortly be improved by measurements with a gas
analyzer, which will, among other elements, help to
track the variation in the moisture content of the
samples.
The growing use of organo-metallic compounds, which
can induce risks of chemical toxicity, led us to channel
and filter the outlets of the pumps located around the
source.
To improve personnel safety and sample quality,
preparation will be carried out in gloveboxes with inert
gas atmosphere.

100

75

50

25

N 3 + O3 +

Fig. 1:56 Fe 13+ optimization March 99
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3. ECR4M

The ECR4 type sources have recently displayed problems of
mechanical strength of the magnets of the hexapole due to the
aging of the bonding planes. To correct this, the ECR4/CO2

source was replaced by an improved version, ECR4 M, during
the 1999-2000 shutdown.
This source, designed at GANIL in 1995, is used at many
foreign laboratories, including the JINR of DUBNA and the
USTFR of Catania. Its better magnetic containment and
performance make it ideal for the development of production
of high-intensity metallic ion beams such as Ni5g, Fe5g and

A hexapole, using the Halbach configuration, replaced the
previous one, and the radial field obtained reached
12500 gauss.

New coils make it possible to reach an axial field of
13000 gauss instead of the previous 11000.
The remaining mechanical and geometric characteristics are
identical to those of ECR4.
An installation on the 100 kV Platform is planned later, when
the present limitations of the total extracted current will have
been resolved.

Legend: HEXAPOLAR STRUCTURE

Halbach configuration

I STRUCTURE HEXAPOLAIREI

B mac 10500 gauss B mac 12600 gauss
Configuration <J» HALBACH

REFERENCES:
[1] H.Koivisto et al., ECRIS 97, College Station, Texas, pl67.
[2] CBarae et al, Ganil.SOA.GS.R00.29
[3] CBarue et al., ECRIS 99, CERN, Geneva, p i l l .
[4] Nickel beam at high intesity for the production of Ni 48 - Nouvelles du Ganil
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USE OF ROTATING SPIRAL WIRE BEAM PROFILE MONITORS
E. Petit, C. Doutressoulles.

Abstract:
As part of the operation to increase beam intensity, a new beam profile monitor, called a spiral scanner, has been developed. Nine of
them are now installed on the low energy beam line LI and are used for beam tuning.

1. INTRODUCTION
As part of the THI project (Transports de Haute Intensite -
High-Intensity Transport), it was necessary to develop profile
detectors usable at full intensity.
In the case of the LI low-energy line, the choice fell on a
semi-interceptive detector called a rotating spiral wire profiler
(FST).
Nine of these units are now installed on line LI, replacing the
secondary emission profilers, and are used to adjust the beams
produced at GANEL.

The spiral scanner is a unit mounted at 45° to the horizontal
and vertical planes of the beam and rotated (one
rotation/second) to acquire the two horizontal and vertical
profiles at each turn. The helicoidal tungsten wire is 1 mm in
diameter.
The beam, intercepted by the wire, induces an electric current
converted to voltage by a logarithmic converter (V=21ogl/Io).
Acquisition is provided by the VME card based on the
68HC11F1 microcontroller developed at GANIL. The beam
profile is therefore accessible via the accelerator
control/monitoring system.

2. USE OF FST PROFILERS
Nine rotating spiral wire profilers are installed on line LI.

I2DC21 HO

Q21 •

022 '

= 5
S3 Si

Sec!

LIGNE 1

Line 1

The current range for which they can be used spreads from
about 50 nAe to 100 uAe.
These FST profilers are displayed in the control room in the
same way as all the other types of profilers already used at
GANIL, i.e. on workstation.

In addition to the profile display on the workstation, automatic
adjustment applications make use of these FST profilers:
<=£• Alignment: automatically aligns the beam particularly at

the injector cyclotron outlet up to L1FST41 by the
acquisition of seven FST profilers.

•* Achromatism: checks the achromatism of the beam from
the acquisition of 4 FST of LI section 2.
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•=> Adaptation: automatically adjusts the adaptation of the
beam in line LI from three FST profilers (L1FST33,
L1FST34 and L1FST35).

"=> Energy Measurement: measures the beam energy of the
LI low-energy line by acquiring two FST profilers
(L1FST35 and L1FST41).

3. CONCLUSIONS

The nine rotating spiral wire profilers mounted on line LI are
now fully integrated with the accelerator operation, and have
performed to full satisfaction. However, developments are
still possible to improve their reliability (example: integration
on several turns for the lower currents).

The next step will be to equip the rest of the low-energy LI
line with this type of profiler (eight additional FST profilers).
This project is scheduled for the winter 2000/2001 shutdown.
The IRRSUD line will also be equipped with three FST
profilers, raising their number to 20 in 2001.

16



DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FRONT-END DIAGNOSTIC OF THE SSC2 DEFLECTOR
E. Petit, M. Ozille, P. Anger.

Abstract:
As part of project to increase beam intensity, the internal
electrodes of the SSCs, located in front of each injection or
extraction element, are used to detect beam losses and to
trigger a fast, short beam interrupt.

This system works satisfactorily, except for the front-end
diagnostic of the SSC2 electrostatic deflector. The changes
made to remedy this situation are described in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

As part of the THI project, the internal electrodes of the
injection and extraction elements of the SSC are used to detect
beam losses. The front-end diagnostic of the SSC2
electrostatic deflector raises problems because it is disturbed
by the deflector's high-voltage segment. Without beam in the
SSC2, fluctuations are observed in the measurement
associated with this diagnostic, and are correlated with
variations in the high voltage supply rate of the deflector.
These fluctuations correspond to a few hundred nAe when the
high voltage exceeds 90 kV.
A new diagnostic was designed with a threefold objective:
•=> separate the copper blade protecting the deflector septum,

from the plate protecting the HV electrode, to have
independent measurements.

<=> be able to dissipate beam 600W on this copper blade
(poor separation of the last accelerated turn and the
extracted turn).

•=> correct the fluctuations observed.

2. DIAGNOSTIC DESIGN
A first prototype was built to meet the above objectives.
The copper blade protecting the deflector septum blade is
cooled indirectly by means of two beryllium oxide pellets.
Since this blade has to dissipate a beam loss of 600W (10% of
losses for a 6kW beam), tests were conducted with an
electron gun at the Orsay LAL.

OXVOE DE BERYLLIUM

01HGNDSTIC PROTOTYPE N° 2

The analysis of the results obtained led to the following
conclusions:

Beryllium oxide - Diagnostic prototype No. 2

=> the copper blade thus cooled does not allow the
dissipation of more than 500W.

=S> the quality of beryllium oxide pellet brasing on the
copper is unreliable.

=> the quality of these beryllium oxide pellets, in terms of
their thermal conductivity, is also suspect.

Faced with these uncertainties, we decided to directly cool the
copper blade by water circulation.

SSC2 deflector preseptum
Septum (earth)
Cooling pipes isolated from earth allowing reading of the
radially lost current
Window of extracted turn ..XXX
Median plane
The preseptum protects the septum and the high-voltage
electrode from irradiation by the beam. It also limits the
vertical excursion of the beam.

Preseptum du deflecteur de CSS2

Septum (massej —

E
Tuyaux de lefroidssement isoles de
la masse permettant la lecture du
couiant peitfu racJatement

C2DIA.EE IFIL — - I

FenSredu "
tourertrat .
13x28 mm

FtAN MEDIAN

Le preseptum protege le septum et felectrode haute tension contre Irradiation
par le foisceau. II Emite aussi i'excursion verticals du faisceau.
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3. RESULTS OBTAINED 4. CONCLUSIONS

This new diagnostic (drawing above) was accordingly
installed in front of the SSC2 deflector. We now have a
measurement of beam losses on the copper blade protecting
the septum blade of the electrostatic deflector.

However, disturbances associated with the high voltage of the
deflector still exist.
We therefore polarized the copper blade using a negative high
voltage (-300V): these disturbances are attenuated but always
significant. Hence the objectives are only partially achieved.

We now have a diagnostic for which we know that we can
lose 600W on the blade protecting the deflector septum blade.
However, loss measurements associated with this protective
blade suffer from fluctuations, so that we cannot use it to
detect low losses.

Thus while awaiting a solution to the problem, we can
nonetheless produce 6 kW beams, but provided we rely fully
on the rapid differential TI of SSC2, which remains the only
beam loss detector ensuring that we do not lose more than
600 W.

References:
M. OZILLE « Compte-rendu des mesures thermiques realisees sur les protypes diagnostics Esel ».
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RENOVATION OF THE ACCELERATOR INTERLOCK SYSTEM
C. Berthe, G. Duteil, J. Gillet, J.-F. Rozd

This paper describes the renovation of the interlock
programmable logic controller (or PLC) which manages
accelerator technical security. Following a description of the
system (the PLC input module is connected to the signals from
the various components), some details are provided of the
PLC (selection), the program (details of programming
blocks), the interface (the PLC could be connected to a local
supervision system and also to the upper layer of the general
control system) and we finally describe the validation tests
before the conclusions.

INTRODUCTION
The accelerators are protected from the impact of particle
beams (up to several kW in power) by copper blocks, which
are inserted whenever necessary in the beam transfer lines
connecting each cyclotron.
These blocks are controlled by a programmable logic
controller (PLC). Since the accelerators were commissioned
in 1980, three PLCs of different generations have succeeded
each other. A Siemens S7-400 PLC now controls the
interlock system.
Given the importance of this system to protect the machines
and guarantee their operation, the quality of the control
software and the pertinence of the tests received special
attention.

1) DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The accelerator interlock system controls all the technical
operating conditions, according to the information available,
to guarantee that any impact of the particle beam on the
accelerator parts will not be destructive. It accordingly
controls the cooling water flowrate of all the interceptive
components (beam stop blocks, diagnostics, collimation slits,
miscellaneous targets, shields of cyclotron injection and
extraction components), the "on" status of the power supplies
of the cyclotron injection and extraction components, the open
or closed status of the shutoff valves of the different vaccuum
chambers, the status of presence of RF, and the position of all
the elements insertable in the transfer lines, or in the
accelerators.
According to the geographic position of the defect identified
along the accelerator, it inserts one of the 26 beam stop blocks,
distributed along the transfer lines. Since it takes about one
second to insert a stop block (to move the copper block by a
pneumatic jack), the system employs a high-speed
electrostatic device to deviate the beam (chopper) during the
block insertion time. It also uses this high-speed device
whenever a drive inserts a beam interception element. An
important detail for accelerator operation: a stop block
interrupting the beam cannot retract to allow it to pass without
a human order to "disable" it, even if the defect has
disappeared. Similarly, the appearances of defects are
memorized, in order to pick up momentary defects (like many
water flowrate defects) to identify them.
The data received by this device come from an array of
flowmeters to monitor cooling, fromposition sensors to check
the position of the insertable elements, and fromlinks with the
monitoring/control systems of the devices to be protected,

such as shutoff valves of the vaccuum chambers (which are
also controlled by PLC). The rule for designing the system,
which must remain controllable and maintainable by its
manager, is that each special (and often complex) device
manages and controls its own safety elements, and apply for
protection to this central interlock system to protect itself.
This is the case of the SISSI (Source d'lons Secondaires A
Supraconducteurs Intenses - Secondary Ion Source with
Intense Superconductors) which monitors its own safety
parameters, the high-intensity safety device (THI), and the
extension of the accelerator by the SPIRAL device, which has
its own interlock PLC.
We took advantage of this renovation to reinstall standard,
safe links between the PLCs. The breakage or disconnection
of a wire link must accordingly trigger the appearance of a
defect.

2) THE PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC
CONTROLLER

We decided to replace the existing controller (an APRIL ® PB
400), by a new latest-generation PLC, because the reliability
of the PB 400 installed in 1989 had declined, and its
performance had become obsolete. It had become difficult to
continue to upgrade this system in accordance with the
modifications to the accelerator, particularly because its
capacity was limited.
We have been renovating the accelerator PLCs for many
years, using Siemens Simatic R S5 PLCs. This is a series of
controllers which appeared in the late 1980s, part of a range
that has been replaced today by the manufacturer with

Simatic " S7 controllers. We nonetheless decided to use a
series 7 PLC, because its overall performance is obviously
better, for a price that is 20 to 30% lower than the series S5.
We were obliged to replace the PLC series and chose this
application to do so, because it stands apart from our more
customary applications, like control of pumping facilities or
special devices. This also corresponded to a slight lessening
of our workload, after having collaborated on the SPIRAL
project.
The new functionalities of the S7 series also encouraged us to
take this step, like the possibility of using software to force the
status of the PLC inputs. This function was particularly
advantageous to perform system tests. Another equally
advantageous aspect is the ergonomics of the programming
software workshop. We selected the Siemens Simatic®
S7/400, because its capacity in terms of communication,
memory allocation and, above all, time control, corresponded
best to this application (430 TOR inputs and 205 TOR
outputs). We have never regretted this decision.

3) CONTROL SOFTWARE

Regardless of the manufacturer or type of programmable logic
controller, the program can be written using several types of
program representations. The best known are the LIST
representation modes (representation in the form of a list of
instructions resembling an assembler), the CONTACT
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representation (representation in the form of contacts, in series
or in parallel) and the representation in the form of a LOGIC
DIAGRAM (representation in the form of interassembled
logic functions). Each representation mode has its advantages
and drawbacks. "List" mode is more difficult to interpret than
the other two modes. Besides, a program written in List is
normally unconvertible into one of the other forms. Writing
in Contact mode is used for direct transcription of relay
control diagrams, when the programmer has a strong culture in
this field. It offers this advantage and is also transcribable into
the two other representation modes. The third representation
mode, LOGIC DIAGRAM mode, is the one that we selected,
because we have no references in the form of contacts to be
transcribed, and because this mode is the most user-friendly.
It allows very rigorous writing of the program, because it
imposes a more restrictive framework than LIST mode, to
achieve a given function. The advantage of a rigorous writing
becomes apparent in the test period. The value of each
variable, as well as the result of the equations, are directly and
interpretably displayed on the screen (in dynamic variable
display mode).
Furthermore, this representation mode is routinely employed
to program other accelerator control PLCs. It is the
representation mode we prefer. Apart from the choice of
program representation mode, programming is carried out
using the manufacturer's software workshop. This software
workshop, different from the one used for series 5 (under MS-
DOS "), runs under Windows " and displays a wide variety of
functionalities and great flexibility, compared with what we
had before. Among the functionalities available is the one that
helps to force the status of the PLC inputs, which helped us
tremendously in validating the program, by separating the
input and output test from the software test and validation.
Forcing the status of the system inputs enabled us to validate
all the equations reliably, practically and speedily.
The software workshop is used to write a structured program,
subdivided into blocks, associated in our case with each
particle beam stop block. The structure of a program block
must be as structured as possible. Hence regardless of the
control of the beam stop block, the structure remains the same:

• segment 1: detection of insertion controls
• segment 2: detection of defect zero reset requests
• segment 3: detection of disabling requests
• segment 4: flip-flop memorizing commands
• segment 5: overall defect management
• segment 6: actual drive control
• segments 7 to 9: fault detection
• segments 10 to 11: interfaces for Man/Machine dialog

- The interface available via a workshop terminal (local
interface), installed directly instead of the PLC. This interface
has the functionalities of the control station interface,
supplemented by more technical data (useful to the experts of
the system), and "forcing" and display functions of these data.
Two forms of forcing are available:

- "UGS test" forcing, which allows manipulation of all
the beam stop blocks, ignoring the safety restrictions (with
certain precautions: confidential code to execute forcing and
automatic reset after 10 hours). It is used to periodically
validate the operation of the Safety Management Unit (UGS -
Unite de Gestion des Se'curite's).

- Input-by-input forcing, which serves to force the status
of the system inputs. This forcing, which may appear
dangerous (it can be!), helps to overcome a local problem of
which is under control, like the temporary dismantling of an
accelerator component, for example. This functionality,
which may at first glance seem incongruous for a safety
system, offers the advantage of allowing local inhibition of the
action of a datum, without intervention into the program, and
by any person familiar with the system. Note however that the
system does not contribute in any way to personnel safety.

The workshop terminal allows controls in local mode and
display of the faults and forcings if any. Control and display
take place by navigating in the menu of the different pages
available.

Main page of terminal

VXH.I
GST

All the control blocks have the same organization, making it
possible to have standard writing and easy maintainability.

4) CONTROL INTERFACES

Two system control and utilization interfaces are employed:
- The interface available at the accelerator control

station, which allows control of the system and display of all
the faults affecting the beam stop blocks (problems of coolant
flowrate, closure of a valve of the pumping system). It is
employed to run the accelerator. This interface program is
developed internally, for standardization, with all the
accelerator control programs.

5) SYSTEM TESTS
The system validation test is an essential phase. These tests
naturally serve to validate the operation of the system, and
hence the validity of the control equations, as well as the
validity of the information sent to the interface systems, and
the satisfactory operation of the forcings described earlier.
These tests are based on a "test grid" which contains the
equations of the system, and serves to rate each action
checked. The effect of each fault input has been checked,
either by simulation of the input (in case of water defects, for
example), or by action on the elements concerned when a
defect can be created simply (like the status of the shutoff
valves of the vacuum chambers, or the on/off status of the
power supplies). Whenever a defect is created, all the
messages sent to the two interface systems are checked.
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6) CONCLUSION

The new version of the programmable logic controller was
very carefully selected. The new functionalities offered by the
programming software workshop facilitated the programming
and test of the system. The reliability of this system is
enhanced with the replacement of the PLC. The programming
software which is much more efficient, as well as the new
functionalities available, enable us to upgrade the system
much faster, and more safely. Cycle time of the PLC is
remarkable, because it is less than 10 ms (although this is not a
critical parameter of the system).

Since the former PLC was previously saturated, the messages
indicating the faults were incomplete. They are now
complete. Each fault is indicated by a clear message.
Similarly, and for the same reasons, since the appearance of
defects was not previously memorized, it was sometimes
difficult to identify the nature of any momentary defects. This
malfunction has been corrected.
Considering these improvements, this interlock system is far
more ergonomic for users, maintainers, and facilitates the
running of the accelerators.

. * • ' - •
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RENOVATION OF REAL-TIME CRATES OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
M. Ulrich, P. Duneau, J.-M. Loyant.

The control system is built on workstations in the control
room, with graphic user interfaces for the beam tuning
programs, and front-end crates designed to control all the
accelerator components.
Until now, all the real-time crates were driven by RtVax
controllers. As these processors are no longer maintained, we
are moving to PowerPC controllers on VME bus.
At the same time we are gradually replacing all our old
Camac crates by VME crates.

INTRODUCTION
Real-time equipment controls on VME bus and CAMAC

crates, in which the processors are RTVAX under the
VAXELN (DEC) operating system, are developed in ADA83
under VMS.

Since the RTVAX processors are no longer manufactured,
they must be replaced by a new generation of processors. Our
choice has fallen on PowerPC 604 (MV2600 Motorola
300 MHz, 32 Mb).

To adapt the real-time applications to the new targets, a
new development environment had to be created, with
maximum preservation of the same structure as the one
existing for the RTVAX targets, for the sake of uniformity and
user-friendliness. This new environment is composed of two
main units:

- A TORNADO (WindRiver) real-time development
system including the VxWorks real-time kernel

- An OBJECTADA (Aonix) crossed development system
of applications using ADA language.

1. THE VXWORKS SYSTEM

The real-time system
Vx Works is very widely used in controls of accelerators and
detectors, particularly with the EPICS product, developed by a
joint project of the US laboratories and used by DAPNIA in a
participation at DESY in Germany. They are also used by the
acquisitions of the EUROBALL and VTvTTRON detectors.
However, EPICS requires "C" programming, which prevents
us from using it directly and restricts us to the system itself
and its Board Support Packages (BSP).

The BSP are interfaces enabling the use of the
system on different market cards, from base to base of
Motorola 680x0 and Power PC 604 and 750 processors.

All the real-time applications are downloaded from a
development server (host) in the target crates via the Ethernet
network. A link is made between the "Target Server" module
on the server and a "Target Agent" module on the target, to

permit access to the VxWorks system from the server,
particularly for remote re-initializations.

Development can be carried out either on a
SUN/Solaris or on PC/Windows NT using the Tornado
software.

In fact, since the migration of real-time systems
began before the migration of the office server to Windows
NT, development with Tornado was first commissioned under
Windows 95, to use the existing environment on client
workstations, before switching to NT.

Tornado tools
A number of tools reside on the server to develop the code

to be executed on the target.
- An editor and a crossed compilator C /C++ (GNU).
- A Target Server manager which connects the host tools with
the selected target, the Launcher.
- A remote debugger at source level, Cross Wind.
- An application generator function of the target, the Builder.
- A Shell interpreter which supplies the interactive access of
the host to the possibilities offered by VxWorks, "WindSh".

The "Shell" is a very powerful tool for supervising
and intervening on a real-time application, particularly on task
scheduling. It also permits application downloading
commands.
- A graphic display of what Shell allows for the supervision of
an application and of the system, the "Browser".
- A graphic configurer of VxWorks, "Windconfig".
- A display of interactions between tasks, interruption
procedures and system objects during the running of an
application, "Windview".
- A number of utilities round off this range of tools. One of
them is used to create a start file ("boot") containing
parameters of the server and the target, and its downloading in
the latter's flash memory, thus creating a Boot-Rom. This
code sequence is executed when initializing the target. It
repatriates the configured VxWorks kernel from the server,
and then loads the application (links 1 and 2 on the diagram).

Client-server architecture
Many individuals are developing real-time

applications, and this is why a client-server architecture was
selected, to have several identical development workstations,
but a single version of VxWorks and the generated
applications.

Tornado is installed both on the server for
downloading, and on the client PCs for development. The
VxWorks kernel is configured on the server and the server
targets are also created on this server. On the contrary, the
remote control shells are created on the client PCs and
communicate with the targets by sending each via its
corresponding target server to the server (links 3 and 4 on the
diagram).
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2. OBJECTADA DEVELOPMENT
The development of real-time applications in ADA, for the

migration of already existing applications or the integration of
new ones, had to rely on Tornado. Our choice fell on
"ObjectAda" by AONTX, which supplies a crossed
development tool in ADA under Windows that is completely
compatible with the Tornado environment.
The ObjectAda environment comprises:
- An ADA95 compiler.
- Annexes A, B, C and D, and supplements of the ADA95
language.
- Java code byte generation for virtual machine.
- "Adabuild" automatic recompilation tool.
- "Emacs" editor with built-in ObjectAda mode.
- VxWorks compatible integrated Ada Runtime.
- Project management tools: "Adaopt" and "Adareg".
- Built-in downloading with Tornado.
- Client-server architecture for ObjectAda.
The product is installed both on the server (the same as for the
Tornado) and on client PCs. However, the license manager is
only found on the server.

3. ADAPTATION OF APPLICATIONS
Real-time applications in accelerator equipment control which
were run on RTVAX in the VME crates under VAXELN were
all written in ADA83, but of two types:

Standard: concerning handlers dedicated to the usual
components (power supplies, drives, etc)

Client workstation (PC)

To control and monitor the units, it is necessary to know their
characteristics. These are entered in the INGRES database.
When each crate is initialized, it searches the Alpha Ganctr server
for files containing the database structures of each of the units it
manages.

Reseau Ethernet

Communications TCP/IP

Gestion

BD

Gestions .
fetse's

Gestion
ties

Alarmes

Drivers

EQUIPMENTS

Processes: concerning applications dedicated to specific
equipment (profiles, beam phases, rmn). These are composed
of packets by bundling elements which may be tasks or
procedures. This modularity serves to construct different
applications by code re-use.

Standard applications are structured into several layers, each
consisting of several packets:
- TCP/IP communications of the client and server type.
- Access to local database.
- Reservation, release, surveillance of equipment.
- Alarm management.
- Control handlers on equipment.
- Input-output VME card drivers.
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Process applications consist of layers of standard
applications, plus layers developed specifically for the overall
specific unit to which it is dedicated.

To adapt these applications (standard and process) to the
PowerPC targets, the VxWorks system, and the ADA95
language, the code had to be thoroughly modified. This
represented a considerable task, because the overall
applications represent about 2 million code lines.

Language related modifications
Compared with the 83 version, Ada95 provides:
- object programming
- protected types
- ranked libraries

These changes did not raise too many problems, except
that some basic types had to be redefined in ADA95 to be
accepted by the compiler. In fact, these types were part of the
DEC compiler, but more of ObjectAda. The most difficult
task was to gain familiarity with the philosophy of cross
compilation of an application and the construction of its object
program, since these are completely different from the DEC
environment.

System related modifications
All the programs written in pure ADA language are

portable from one operating system to another. However, if
they contain inputs/outputs as for network communications,
the code has to be modified.

The TCP/IP communications layer of the server type and
the client type had to be altered considerably and improved
because the calls of the primitives which process the "sockets"
are not identical between the two systems.

Processor related modifications
The problems were more numerous and more difficult to

solve due to the wide difference in architecture between the
Rtvax and the PowerPC.
- Access to data takes place in a mode called "Little Endian"
for one and "Big Endian" for the other.
The memory representation of a 32-bit integer on four bytes
numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 is represented in Little Endian ©©(§>©,
while the same integer in Big Indian is represented ©CD©©
- For the floating points, the difference in representation in the
two modes is even more complex (IEEE or Vax format)
- Finally, the alignment boundary of each word is 32 bits on
the PowerPC whereas it is only 8 bits on the RtVax.

The solution was provided by ADA95, which helps to
manage a sequence of "Stream" elements comprising values
that may be of different types, accessing them sequentially and
implementing it in an internal buffer.

When a message transmitted by the Alpha stations of the
PCP is received, it is transferred to an internal buffer of the
Stream type before being analyzed.

Similarly, when a PowerPC transmits a message, its
structure is processed in another Stream type buffer, and then
sent to the network for conformation to the format of the
Alpha stations.

The principle is to assign to each data structure making up
the messages, the way to read it or to write it. During these
operations, the processor executes a code sequence associated
with this structure in the form of procedures, which describe
the method to be followed to read the flow of data from the

reception stream buffer, or write in the transmission stream
buffer.

The number of structures which transit per message is about
1000, including those of the database. The software thus
constructed can now be adapted to any type of architecture.

The code of the 40 equipment interface card drivers, and the
hardware interruption management code, was also modified and
tested.

4. CRATE DOWNLOADING
For the RtVax, this operation is performed at the Control

Room from a VT terminal, by calling a "Trig" procedure. For
PowerPCs, the equivalent was created.

Initially, a script contained in an MS DOS batch was written
in TCL language, to be started by an identical control from a PC
(where Tornado is installed, because a remote "shell" must be
created).

Similarly, during a hardware reinitialization, the two types of
target display identical behavior, and are at the source of the
downloading request. This functionality complicated the TCL
scripts.

Secondly, the "Trig" command can be executed by any client
workstation, by Rexec connection to the server, bypassing the
Tornado installation because no remote "shell" is needed.

5. INTEGRATION REVIEW
During the'2000 restart, 8 standard crates were commissioned

and are operational:
VMEDIA to read the current transformers
VMENRJ for power supply control
VMEISO for the isochronism coils
VMEIA1 and VMEIA2 for the sources and axial injections
VMEGL1 for vacuum measurements
VMENRS for Spiral power supplies
VMESS5 for Spiral diagnostics

Similarly, 7 process crates are also operational:
VMETHI and VMETHX to measure beam losses
VMEFIL, VMEFLS and VMEFLX for wire profiles
VMEGMC for micro channel plate and spiral wire profiles
VMESAL for switching of the experimental caves.

Today, 15 Vme crates are equipped with PowerPC controllers, 10
are still controlled by the Rtvax and will be replaced next winter,
and 15 crates are still on Camac standard and must gradually
migrate to Vme.

This also requires upgrading the electronic interfaces of
the units themselves, some of which had been designed for
Camac (CCPD of power supplies or boxes of profile drives).
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BEAM SWITCHING BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL ROOMS
J.-M. Loyant, E. Lemaitre, P. Gillette.

Abstract

To allow two different experiments simultaneously in separate
rooms, the control system can switch the ion beam between the
master experiment and the auxiliary one.
In the control room, using a graphical user interface, the
operators can choose the time specifications of each run. These
data are sent to a Vme crate which controls pulsed power
supplies. Thus the beam is temporarily deviated in the first
room, and can then keep on going to a second room for another
time slice, and so on. The ion beam intensity can be different
between the two rooms, using a modulator, and alternately, only
one room is served by the time slice and there is no beam in the
second.

INTRODUCTION
Ion beam switching between the different physics

rooms is achieved by a dedicated real-time crate. The crate was
one of the last to be still on Camac standard and controlled by a
68000 microprocessor. It could not be upgraded because the
development chain had been abandoned during the overall
renovation of the control system in the early 1990s.

The accelerator renovation plan permitted its
replacement by a Vme crate equipped with a PowerPC processor,
under VxWorks system, programmed in ADA, which was
developed on PC/Windows using the Tornado software.

Simultaneously, the man-machine interface allowing
control from the PCP was revised to adapt it to the new
possibilities and use an object programming.

1. VME CRATE

Main functions
The role of the crate is to deviate the beam from the

mainbeam line (fishbone) into the physics rooms. It must permit
the use of one or two experimental rooms in pulsed operation,
with different intensities.

It provides control of the chopper, of the AF44 beam stop, of
the masker when a single room is in service, of the modulator to
adjust the intensity in the rooms, and processes the data from the
UGS-R.

It allows the reading of all the switching grids and controls
three pulsed power supplies and a d.c. power supply. It
distributes different beam on signals to the mimic panel in the
control room and to the physics rooms.

It is driven by the "Switching" program at the control room
which helps to select the rooms to be configured, and then
displays the beam time in progress in each of them.

Power supply control
The crate uses analog and digital cards to control the different
units and a Jbus interface to access the power supplies and

programmable logic controller which manages the switching
grid.
These power supplies are connected to the dipoles which
generate the magnetic field needed to deviate the beam from the
fishbone in order to send it to the experiment rooms. They have
an intelligent interface (CCPD) which communicates with the
crate by JBUS link.

The pulsed power supplies allow a high-speed current
variation (700 ms). They are bipolar (a few amperes negative) to
offset the remanent field in the "upstream" dipole and this allow
the beam to pass without deviation in the fishbone.

The d.c. power supply is single-polarity and its ramp up is
much slower (20 to 30 seconds).

These two types of power supply have a degaussing device
used to demagnetize the connected dipole.

The upstream room must have a dipole connected to a pulsed
power supply to deviate the beam rapidly, while for the
downstream room, the beam is constantly deviated. If a single
room is configured, the current does not need to vary and the d.c.
power supply is used because it consumes less reactive power.

The dipole coils must be supplied by high-intensity current
values to deviate the beam. On the contrary, if the pulsed power
supply must allow the beam to pass to the fishbone, the intensity
is low and negative to decrease the remanent field. These
intensities are parameterized for each of the power supplies
during the configuration.

Control of other units
The AF44 beam stop blocks the beam with a response time of

a few seconds. This command passes via the interlock PLC.
Another command to the PLC releases the beam if permitted by
the safety conditions.

The chopper blocks the beam with a very short response time
(about 10 ms) for a short period (700 ms).

The masker is used to simulate a room to have an alternating
beam on a single room. It is treated as a fictive room which
would receive the beam as an auxiliary.

The modulator is used to modulate the beam intensity
according to the room and the experiment, using two position
controls which serve to adjust the intensity separately for each
room.

4 signals represent the status of each room, making 32 signals
for the 8 rooms:

The "init" signal tells if the room is configured.
The "room ready" signal is positioned 500 ms before the
room receives the beam.
The "beam on" signal is positioned when the beam reaches
the room.
The "precycle" signal is positioned 5 s before the room
receives the beam again.
Other signals are sent to the PLC to indicate that a dipole

has not been "degaussed", which locks the controls of the grid.
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2. MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

Initialization
Before sending the beam to the rooms, this panel is used to

configure the Vme crate to define the upstream room (the first to
receive the beam) and the downstream room, as well as the pulse
time in each, the pulsed power supply currents (high and low
levels) and the d.c. power supply for the downstream room.
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Power supply control
The control panel in each room contains:

the name and status of the power supply switched to the
room
the value of the high and low level currents
the d.c. value for the downstream room
modulator position
time display of the level in progress
stop button with or without degaussing
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References: Switching Process STA/GIM/R00.25 Manual of room switchina STA/GIM/R00.30
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THI: STATUS FOR 1999
E. Baron

SUMMARY

Two tests were devoted to high intensity beams during the year:
• attempt to reach the goal with a carbon beam
• further headway in the study of perturbing phenomena.

A 1.3xlO13 pps I3C beam was successfully extracted from SSC2 and sustained for 13 hours
with excellent stability. The current was then raised to 2xlO13 pps with no major problem. Henceforth
it is therefore possible to bombard the 2 kW target, which is prepared for the production of helium
isotopes and subsequent acceleration in the new CIME cyclotron.

Experimental and simulation studies were conducted in parallel, within the framework of the
1998 review [1], to gain better knowledge and control of the effect of longitudinal space charge forces.
These effects appear to affect the beam radial width mostly in SSC2, while a discrepancy between
computer simulations and measurements seems to emerge concerning the effect of neighboring
bunches.

Advances related to beam diagnostic improvements are also reported.

1. ACCELERATION OF A STABLE 2 KW CARBON BEAM

The first part of our twofold program for the year was to obtain a 2 kW 13C
beam over a sufficiently long period to establish its stability, as already done in October 1998 with an
36Ar beam. This 13C projectile is important for the production of 6He and gHe by fragmentation in a
thick carbon target and their subsequent acceleration in the new CIME cyclotron. For this run, two
main improvements were made to the driver accelerator since last year:

Q for the tuning procedure, which imposes a stepwise intensity increase, the chopper
now allows smoother variations from 1% to an (almost) 100% duty-cycle.

a we tend to favor the control of the magnetic field levels of SSC1 and SSC2 by NMR
probes rather than to stabilize them by a feedback algorithm. However, this method
is still under development.

The extraction situation of SSC2 is also much more favorable than with the argon beam, since
the cathode voltage required is lower (85 kV instead of over 100), reducing the interference signal
induced by this voltage on the front-end loss detector of the electrostatic deflector.

During a 13-hour period, a 2 kW (1.3xl&3 pps, 75 MeV/n) beam was extracted from SSC2
and maintained on a Faraday cup downstream of SISSI. Figure 1 illustrates its stability
over a 4-hour period. The SSC2 transmission factor was 95.5%. The intensity was then
increased to 2xl&3 pps (ultimate value) with no major problem, and with this 3 kWbeam, a
180 W loss was measured at extraction, which is still within a tolerable margin.

Figure 2 shows the trend of SSC2 transmission efficiency versus input current.

In the meantime, a carbon target adapted to 2 kW power was prepared, so that the facility is
ready to start producing He isotopes as soon as the Nuclear Installation Safety Directorate signals its
approval of the operation of SPIRAL.
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL TESTS AND SIMULATIONS.

• Validity of beam tests at low chopper duty-cycle

Beam tests are less damaging if performed with a chopped beam. On the other hand, beam
behavior should not be affected if the peak intensity (or the number of electrical charges per bunch) is
not modified. A first series of measurements appears to contradict this assumption: the transmission
efficiency of SSC2, as measured by difference between two current transformers, drops as the duty-
cycle is decreased, especially below 25% (Figure 3). This can probably be attributed to a non-linear
response of the current transformers as a function of the average current. Further measurements
should help elucidate this problem.

• Where does the perturbing phenomenon have maximum effect?

Inserting a pepper pot in the beam reduces the number of charges per bunch. Hence, if the
effect of the longitudinal space charge forces is important, it should appear as smaller 8W/W and,
consequently, narrower turns in the SSCs. It was experimentally shown that reducing the intensity by
a factor of 15 with a pepper pot upstream from SSCl does not modify the turn pattern at injection into
SSCl and SSC2. On the contrary, the radial width (as well as phase length) at extraction of SSCl and
SSC2 gets much narrower, which tends to indicate that the peak intensity affects the energy spread in
the bunches throughout acceleration, in agreement with T. Stammbach's presumption. However, since
the pepper pot is in front of SSCl, it is difficult to understand why nothing is visible at injection in
SSC2.

Another pepper pot was installed during the 1999-2000 winter shutdown in the beamline
between SSCl and SSC2. This should serve to clarify the situation in a future beam test.

• Effect of neighboring bunches

According to W. Joho's theory [2], the Coulomb force exerted on a bunch by its neighbors
contributes to its energy spread and can therefore lead to an overlapping of the tails between the last
internal revolution and the extracted one. This effect naturally gains strength as the number of
revolutions increases (or the turn separation gets smaller), which is the case in SSC2 (440 turns) as
compared with SSCl (77 turns), the two cyclotrons being geometrically identical.

Computer simulations carried out both with a PSI code provided by T. Stammbach and with
our home codes also show that the energy spread in SSC2 is strongly affected when this effect is taken
into account (on the contrary, the contribution of the coulomb forces internal to a single bunch is
shown to be negligible): the widening of turns at extraction and the corresponding reduced
transmission efficiency are clearly identified.

Experimentally, a device called a "bunch suppressor" was used to remove 19 bunches out of
20, thereby weakening the effect of neighboring turns. The radial turn patterns in SSCl and SSC2
were then compared to the case where all the bunches are present: no difference was observed in the
shape and position of the last turns in both cyclotrons (Figure 4), thus leading to a conclusion opposite
to the theory. Since only one set of measurements of this type could be made, it needs to be
confirmed.
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3. UPGRADING OF BEAM INSTRUMENTATION AND MODIFICATIONS LEADING TO BETTER
STABILITY

3.1. Modification of the front-end loss detector of the SSC2 deflector

It was mentioned in Section 1 that an interference signal is induced by the high (about 100 kV)
voltage on the front-end loss detector of the electrostatic deflector. This detector also acts as a shield,
although poorly cooled. As a first modification, this shield was divided into two pieces and the inner
part cooled more severely (which protects the septum) so that it can evacuate up to 600 watts of beam
power. This new shield/loss detector was installed during the 1999-2000 winter shutdown. The
(fluctuating) disturbance caused by the high voltage has not yet been corrected, preventing proper
measurement of the beam loss at mat location, but at least this signal, which triggered the interlock
system far too often, can now be disconnected from it.

3.2. Bunch phase length measurements

Four types of measurements are important for investigating perturbing phenomena: intensity,
phase extension of the bunches 8<p, energy spread 5W/W (and combination of the two leading to the
longitudinal emittance £,) and radial beam profiles 5r. While measuring 5r and 8W/W is easy, phase
measurements are more problematic and probes based on various principles were developed at
GANIL:

- ionization of the residual gas and collection on strips of the emitted electrons through a
transverse electric field via amplification by microchannel plates (non-interceptive)
- collection of the X-rays emitted by a thin Al foil traversed by the beam (microchannel
plates)
- collection of the y rays emitted by any obstacle: Faraday cup or wire (photomultiplier)
- analogue signal delivered by a coaxial Faraday cup.

Although these instruments give valuable information under special conditions, none of them
is totally reliable under all conditions of energy, intensity or background, and developments are still
needed.

Methods to improve the response of these devices can be summarized as follows:
- provide better protection against parasitic particles: neutrons for signals produced in a
crystal and amplified by a photomultiplier, haloes of ions or electrons when a
microchannel plate is used
- improve the monitoring of the bias voltages as a function of the range of variation of
the beam intensity, and possibly gain a closer understanding of the effect of theses biases
on the Scp values.

3.3. NMR probes

Mention was already made of an improvement to beam stability achieved by replacing the
feedback loop linking the beam phase to the magnetic field of the SSCs by a control through NMR
probes. However, further progress is still needed.

3.4. Feedback loops

The present feedback loop system is an entirely analogue one. Thorough investigations are
being conducted:

- determination of transmittance matrices
- identification of all the parameters to be controlled
- routes for migration toward a digital system, therefore more flexible

The validity of the principle of a digital system, the effort to integrate it into
the accelerator control system, and its upgrading according to need, make this operation a two-year
task (2000-2001).
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3.5. Non-interceptive beam intensity measurements

The present low frequency current transformers (CT) are very noise-sensitive. This
imperfection appears to be worse now that these CTs belong to a line of instruments used to optimize
and control high intensity beams.

A PhD thesis on the subject of a high frequency current transformer was issued in May of this
year [3]. The time has come to design an industrial model and the corresponding signal processing.
As above, it is considered to be a two-year program.

3.6. Chopper

Suppressing the high intensity beam tuning method using a pepper pot can be achieved by
replacing it by a chopper that could reduce the intensity by a factor to 1/500, in order to protect the
wires of the beam profile monitors. The present chopper is not only far from reaching this
performance, but is also used for other purposes (like rapid cutoff in the safety interlock system). It
was therefore decided to design another chopper, totally independent of the first as regards safety
duties.

3.7. Non-interceptive phase measurements

The whole feedback loop system is based on the measurement of the central phase of the
bunches at the beginning and end of each beam line (or entrance and exit for the cyclotrons). By
construction, this measurement is only valid over a limited range of peak intensities (about a factor of
5), and must therefore be disconnected when a pepper-pot is used to reduce the intensity, as when the
safety interlock is activated. A new method that would not depend on this intensity parameter is still
being sought.

4. IMPROVEMENT OF THE INJECTOR CYCLOTRON C01 AND INJECTION

4. 1. Improvement of the transmission efficiency of the injector cyclotron

Although the present transmission efficiency of C01 can be considered quite high (up to 70%
on some occasions), the extracted beam quality is not what it should be for good transmission in the
next beam line and for SSC1 acceptance. In particular, the output emittance is usually around 25 to 30
% mm mrad, as opposed to the 10 % mm mrad that could be expected from the simple compression
principle. This can be explained by a lack of adaptation of the injected beam in the 6-D space. In
order to check and perhaps correct this, all the internal elements of C01 - injection and extraction
devices, central geometry - were modeled with modern tools, and a complete simulation is being
undertaken with a beam going backwards from extraction to the entrance of the spiral inflector. A
new set of input parameters with the proper correlations is due for testing.

It is also possible that the total lack of phase selection in the central region of the injector
cyclotron C01 could leave beam haloes down to the SSC2 extraction region. The work mentioned
above could help to properly position one or more sets of selecting slits in the central region.

4.2. Modification of the ion source platform

The present source (ECR4) will soon be replaced by an ECR4M model, offering better
performance, especially in terms of intensity for ions of condensable elements. It is planned at the
same time to modify the acceleration system which carries all the charge states before they are
separated, hence loading the 100 kV tube and generating voltage instabilities. These instabilities are
worsening as the total current drawn from the source increases in the 2.5 mA region, which is already
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the case for Ar beams and will go even higher for metallic beams produced by the MIVOC method. A
task force must be formed to find a solution to this problem, possibly by some charge state selection
prior to acceleration.

4.3. Linear buncher

The replacement of the present double harmonic buncher by a sawtooth-type model would
allow faster tuning. Its design has started, although with a low priority.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The success of the acceleration and extraction of a 2xl0I3pps carbon beam (goal value) and
the mitigated success obtained previously with an argon beam (5xlO12 pps against a l.lxlO13 goal
value) show that we are in a borderline region as regards SSC2 transmission efficiency.

The results of the first investigations concerning potential effects of the longitudinal space
charge forces in SSC2 are quite paradoxical:
- experimentally reducing the number of charges per bunch without removing any bunch leads to a

significant modification of the turn pattern
the computer simulations show that the influence of neighboring bunches is of paramount
importance on the energy spread and radial width at extraction
the simulations also show that if the neighboring bunches are ignored, the effect of the space
charge forces is negligible, but
a single set of measurements with the bunch suppressor leads to the opposite conclusion.

Investigations will therefore be pursued: counter-checks of the present measurements and of
beam instrumentation, additional investigations through the longitudinal emittance. This requires
improved beam instrumentation.

The injector cyclotron is also being re-examined as regards the beam dynamics, while the high
voltage platform needs to be modified for better voltage stability.
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IRRSUD PROJECT
F. Loyer

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1. Objectives

IRRSUD is an irradiation line using the low-energy beams (0.5 to 1 MeV/n) delivered by the GANIL
injectors.

IRRSUD is "handled" by GARI (Groupe d'Applications de la Recherche avec les Ions) which was
installed jointly by GANIL and CIRIL to develop applied physics and industrial applications using
ions beams.

This structure is part of the "ion-material interaction hub around GANIL".

IRRSUD's research guidelines include:
- nanotechnologies: the use of modifications to materials along the ion path. For example, the

construction of microporous membranes, by replication, can be used to construct low-
dimension materials;

- material aging under irradiation: the low-energy ions delivered by the injectors are very
representative of fission fragments in reactors.

The IRRSUD beam line can also serve as a test line for the injectors.

1.2. Project guidelines

The principle is to use the beam delivered by one of the two injectors that is available, in other words,
the injector not being used to inject the beam in GANIL or which is not awaiting preparation of the
next beam (injector alternation principle) or which is not in the course of testing a new beam. These
periods should occur for C02 (resp. C01) whenever C01 (resp. C02) is used as an injector for SPIRAL
or for SISSI because in this case, the periods without injector replacement are basically longer.

A beam line accordingly transports the beam from C02 (or C01.) to an irradiation room located to the
south of the machine building (see Figure 1).

This line has the following main characteristics:
- maintain the characteristics of the present beam when it is sent to SSC1;
- focus the beam either in the plane of a sweeping magnet (±5 mm spot), or on the irradiation

target (±3 mm spot);
- ability to adjust the beam emittance in the two planes;
- availability of an adequate beam instrumentation facility to adjust and guarantee the beam

characteristics;
- perform a ± 25 mm sweep in the two planes on the target;
- release sufficient space along the line for the subsequent insertion of new components;
- guarantee a minimum of independence of the control system for the entire source-injector-

IRRSUD facility to permit the operation of IRRSUD (or of the injectors for beam tests)
when the remainder of the installation is shut down.

Figure 2 shows an outline of this line.
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A small building will be built near the experiment room to accommodate the office and a laboratory,
as well as a beam acquisition and control room. This implies a review of the circulation paths around
the injectors as well as the layout of the present storage premises.

2. STATE OF PROGRESS IN MARCH 2000

Project execution has been broken down into three phases:

2.1. Phase 1

Phase 1 was completed during the winter 1999-2000 shutdown. It consisted of the modification of the
portions of the present installation related to the IRRSUD project:
- modification of beam safety elements of injectors and SSC1 managed by UGS2 and UGS-R. The
beam safety elements of the injectors are now the power supplies of the inflectors and deflectors of the
injector cyclotrons. The beam safety elements for access to SSC1 are in LI after the image point of
the low-energy spectrometer, making it possible to send the beam to this point while allowing access
to SSC1.
- installation of a radiological shielding wall in SSC1 to permit permanent access to the IRRSUD room
- relocation of the gate of the II room
- reversal of the cellar access stairway
- replacement of dipoles L1 .D11 and L1 .D21 and installation of the new dipole IS .D11
- modification of the walls around the future beam line

Figure 3 shows the installation before modification.
Figure 4 shows the status of the installation in March 2000 after the winter shutdown.

2.2. Phase 2

Phase 2 consists of the installation of the actual beam line with all the associated attachments (power
supplies, electronics, control-monitoring, fluids, cables). It will take place mainly in autumn 2000,
with the aim of a first beam test before the machine is shut down in late November. The control-
monitoring elements and the final finishing operations on the line are scheduled during the winter
2000-2001 shutdown.

2.3. Phase 3

Phase 3 consists of the construction of the IRRSUD premises and the internal arrangements of the
present machine building (repositioning of a stairway, opening of the cladding, walls around the
IRRSUD room). The aim is to start operations in early 2001.
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Figure 2 Detail of beam line
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Figure 3 Status of the facility before the installation of IRRSUD
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Figure 4 State of progress of the project in March 2000
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The linear buncher of SPIRAL
Beam test of a prototype
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Abstract

A low energy very simple and efficient buncher with a linear ramp voltage has been studied. A prototype has been built
and tested in the injection line of the COl injector of GANIL. Such a buncher will be used in the radioactive ion beam
facility under construction in our laboratory. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The radioactive ion beam (RIB) facility under
construction at GANIL (SPIRAL [1]) will post-
accelerate, using a 1.5 m compact cyclotron
(CIME), the RIB produced at low energy by the
ISOL (isotope separation on line) method.

In CIME, the RF frequency ranging from 9.6 to
14.5 MHz, we will use 4 harmonics (h = 2, 3, 4 and
5) depending on the energy we want, from ~ 1.7 to
25 MeV/A. The RIB are extracted at a maximum
voltage of ~ 34 kV from an ECRIS (electron cyclo-
tron resonance ion source) so that the wave length
ifiX) of the beam to be injected into CIME is very
low: ~ 10.68, 7.12, 7.07 and 5.65 cm for h = 2, 3,
4 and 5, respectively. On the other hand, the emit-
tance is large: up to 80TC mm mrad.

The overall transmission of the facility has to be
as high as possible for these very rare and expensive
RIB and then, it was essential to pay a special

* Corresponding author. Tel.: + 33231454544; fax: +332
31454665.

attention to the bunching system located between
the ECRIS and the cyclotron: a single gridded gap
buncher with a linear ramp voltage (for short, we
will just call it "linear buncher" in the following)
has been studied and a prototype has been built
and tested on the beam injection line of the GANIL
injector COl having characteristics similar to the
one of CIME.

2. The choice of the buncher for SPIRAL

2.1. Generating a linear voltage

Being concerned by low energies (low voltages)
and low frequencies, the linear voltage will most
often be electronically generated. The usual pro-
posed ways are the following:

• A pure sinusoidal wave: it gives a rather low
bunching efficiency but is so simple!

• A double drift system [2] which is equivalent
to the superposition of several harmonics for

0168-9002/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PI1; S 0 1 6 8 - 9 0 0 2 ( 9 8 ) 0 1 2 2 4 - 8
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approximating a linear voltage: this is the new
solution we use in the beam injection line of the
GANIL C01. It implies two sets of electrodes
and in principle the geometry should be fitted to
each f$X. On the other hand the tuning is not so
simple as the relative phase and amplitude of the
two components have to be carefully controled.
The direct summation of 4 harmonics as pro-
posed and used at Argonne [3]: this is an effi-
cient method but it seems restricted to rather
high frequencies and narrow frequency ranges as
resonant lines are used which have to be tuned
according to the frequency. In the same way as
above, the phases and amplitudes of the 4 har-
monics have to be precisely controlled.
The amplification, using a wide band amplifier,
of a linear voltage produced at low level as pro-
posed at Texas [4].

The direct production at the required level of
a linear voltage by charging a capacity which is
nothing else than the buncher itself. This very
elegant method has been proposed at Lanzhou

this is the one we have choosen.

2.2. The buncher electrode system

Two main systems are proposed:
• The drift tube system: it is well suited to "high"

values of /U and rather low emittances due to the
transit time factor effect which implies a small
drift tube apperture as compared to its length.
A drift tube system is of course fitted to a given
P2., at least if we use a fiA/2 structure including
a drift tube in between two gaps.

• The single gridded gap systems which is the
choice we are left with at our very low /?A and
large emitttances.

2.3. The single gridded gap buncher

A sketch of this buncher is shown in the Fig. 1:
the positive and increasing linear RF voltage (we
will see in Section 4 how it is produced) is directly
applied to the first electrode, the second one being
grounded. The result is a fairly uniform positive
high RF field in between the two gridded electrodes
(the effects of the grids have been carefully studied

INSULATOR

GRIDS

SHAPED RFELECTROD£

Fig. 1. The electrode geometry of the prototype (length
unit: mm).

at Argonne f_3J) and unfortunately a negative stray
RF field of low level but of large extent in front of
the first electrode.

This stray RF field has to be controled for min-
imising its effects on the beam, it is shaped by
a careful design of the RF electrode and, as will be
seen in Section 3, by adding a movable grounded
plate in front, its position depending on j8A.

3. Simulation of the particle behaviour
in the buncher

3.1. The shape of the RF electrode

For a given shape of the electrode system, includ-
ing the grounded electrode, the potential is deter-
mined using the commercial code PLTMG. The
final configuration results from iterations taking
into account the results of the particle dynamic
simulation inside the successive field patterns.

In Fig. 2, we display the shape of the electrodes
we have retained for the final design and the result-
ing stray fields on the axis for two extreme posi-
tions of the grounded plate.
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Fig. 2. The electrodes of the final design (length unit: mm) and the stray fields on the axis for two positions of the movable grounded
plate and 1 kV on the grid.

3.2. Particle dynamics: results of the simulation
in the final design

To perform the simulations we have used our
multiparticle code SOSO, the DC initial beam be-
ing represented by 2001 test ions uniformly distri-
buted in the five dimensional phase space (x, px, y,
py, 5w/w) and independently over 360° in phase.
The field off the axis is calculated to the first order
from the field on the axis. The time variation of the
applied voltage is either a pure sawtooth (75%
ramping time) or the one measured on the buncher
prototype (see Section 4).

The results are given, down stream of the bun-
cher, after a 7.5 m drift space without any focusing
element. The saw-tooth amplitude is adjusted for
obtaining a phase focus at this position.

In Fig. 3 we display, for a given case (given fiX
and geometry, pure sawtooth voltage), the energy
history along the buncher of 3 on-axis particles
with initial dw/w = 0: the central one and two
others initially located + 120° apart. For the cen-
tral particle, the energy gain in the stray field is of
course completely cancelled after the gap crossing
and, due to the choice of the geometry for this given
/U, the energy dispersion of the two other particles

( + 120° out of phase) is almost symmetrical and so
they will be bunched in the same way.

In Fig. 4 we display, for a given /U, the same
amplitude of a pure sawtooth voltage and 3 posi-
tions of the grounded plate the bunched part of the
beam at the phase focus. The saw-tooth amplitude
has been optimised for the d = 0 position. We see
that the movable element allows for a rather fine
control of the beam linearity over the whole linear
phase range of the applied voltage.

In Fig. 5 we display, in the case of a pure saw-
tooth voltage, the bunched beams obtained for
3 harmonics we will use in SPIRAL (h — 2, 3, 5: the
case h — A having almost the same /U as h — 3 is
not displayed). The movable plate position and the
sawtooth amplitude have been optimised in each
case keeping the same gridded electrodes. We
clearly see the emittance effect which widens the
distribution of the bunched beam as J3X decreases.

In Fig. 6 we compare the results obtained using
either the pure sawtooth voltage or the one mea-
sured on the prototype (see Section 4). The ampli-
tude of the sawtooth and its linear, or almost linear
part (86.6%) are the same in the two cases. We can
see the great importance to obtain as linear as
possible the "sawtooth" voltage.
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Fig. 3. Energy history along the buncher (W(z, fa)) of three particles with initial phases fa = - 120°, 0°, 120°. We also display the
maximum field amplitude (£z(z,0,0)) and its time variation {f[z,fa = 0)) on the axis (2oNe+s, 7ECR = 30kV, 01 = 10.68 cm,
Puncher = 602 V).

w

% . 10

d = - 20 mm d=0 d=20mm (easel)

Fig. 4. Bunched part of the beam and corresponding profile for 3 positions of the movable grounded plate. Over the 2001 initial test
particles 1447, 1464 and 1462 are located between 192.5° and 212.5° after bunching (20Ne+5, 7ECR = 30kV, /U= 10.68 cm,
Puncher = 602 V. Transverse emittance: 407c mm mrad in each plane. Aw/w = 0).

We have also checked that a possible bias-
ing of the sawtooth voltage does not result
in any difference on the bunched beam chara-
cteristics.

The theoretical study and the results of the simu-
lations being quite encouraging, we have decided to
built a prototype and to test it on a real beam
line.
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f =11.26302 MHz RA.=10.68 cm
d=+05.mm V=602V

f=16.89453 MHz RX.=07.12cm
d=00. mm V=4-05 V

h=5
f =21.274-59 MHz f3Jl=05.65

d=-10mm V=330V

Fig. 5. Bunched part of the beam and corresponding profile for 3 beam wavelengths; the position of the movable grounded plate and the
sawtooth amplitude are optimised in each case. Over the 2001 initial test particles 1497, 1451 and 1425 are located between +15°
around the mean one after bunching. GoNe*5, VECR = 30 kV. Transverse emittance: 40n mm mrad in each plane. Aw/w = 0

saw-tooth voltage prototype voltage

Fig. 6. Bunched part of the beam and corresponding profile for a pure sawtooth voltage and for the one measured on the prototype.
Over the 2001 initial test particles 1676 and 1712 are located between +15° around the mean one after bunching.
^ECR = 30 kV, px - 10.68 cm, Kbuncher = 602 V. Transverse emittance: 407c mm mrad in each plane. Aw/w = 0).

4. The high voltage sawtooth generator

4.1. Principle

In order to avoid the distortion introduced by
a wide band amplifier, we choose a direct high voltage
sawtooth generator as proposed at Lanzhou [5].

To do that, we charge a capacity, the buncher
electrode, through an inductance, by a constant
current. A tube acts as a fast switch and discharges
this capacity very rapidly under the control of an
input pulse. A capacitive probe allows for the vis-
ualisation of the sawtooth. The bloc diagram of this
generator is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the sawtooth generator.

4.2. The control pulse

A reference sinusoidal wave ( 5 - 1 5 MHz in our
case) is used to obtain two delayed rectangular
pulses which are combined to give a short one
having a width controled by the delay between the
first two pulses (in our case this width is fixed and
equal to 20 ns). This short pulse is then amplified ..
and applied on the grid of the tube.

Entrance capacity and fast commutation are the
important considerations for this stage. We use
a DMOS technology which gives very short
transition times and allows to obtain, in pulsed
mode, the high potentials and currents required to
drive the tube from a distant location.

TeK SHffl 2.S0GS/S ST 2728 Acqs

limit Test Umlt Test
I Setup | Sources

Fig. 8. The sawtooth obtained with the prototype sawtooth
generator as measured on the capacitive probe.

4.3. The high voltage signal

The sawtooth amplitude is controled by a high'
voltage power supply (1000 V-2 A in our case).
This voltage is applied on the tube anode through
an inductance which have to be very carefully de-
signed in order to obtain a good linearity of the
sawtooth.

The tube is the EIMAC 3CPX800A7 triode
(power up to 800 W, large band-width and small
output capacity well suited to a pulsed mode). This
tube presents the advantage to have a 0 cut-off
voltage thus avoiding the use of any polarisation.

4.4. The sawtooth signal

We use a capacitive probe around the anode to
display the signal. The result is shown on the Fig. 8.
The linear part of the sawtooth of this prototype
generator (always positive and increasing) presents
a small oscillation ( < 4% over the linear part
~ 86 % of the period at 7 MHz) which comes from

the inductance design which will have to be refined
in the final design. The effects of this oscillation can
be seen on the Fig. 6.

In the same time we will try to reduce the bun-
cher capacity by a careful design of the electrodes
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Fig. 9. The extracted bunched beams given either by the double drift harmonic buncher or by our linear buncher as measured on
a capacitive phase width probe.

and a better optimisation of the grids thus improving
the rapidity of the discharge and the transparency.

5. In beam tests of the prototype

The buncher prototype (sawtooth generator and
buncher electrode design) has been tested on the
injection line of the GANIL C01 using a 8 6Kr+ 1 4

beam produced at FECR = 39 674 V, bunched and

then accelerated in the C01 cyclotron at 7 MHz
{fiX = 15.96 cm). The transverse beam emittance
was limited to the cyclotron acceptance equal to
60n mm mrad in each plane.

The usual bunching system is a double-drift har-
monic buncher with drift tubes (no grids). To test
our prototype, it was installed in between the two
elements of the double drift buncher allowing a di-
rect comparison of the results obtained using either
one or the other of the two systems.
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Fig. 10. The turn patterns inside the cyclotron given either by the double drift harmonic buncher or by our linear buncher as measured
on a radial probe.

Unfortunately, there is no phase width probe in
an achromatic part of the injection line in front of
the cyclotron so that the comparison of the two _
systems is a global one, including the cyclotron
effect on the beam phase and energy spreads.

Fig. 9 shows the bunched beams as measured on
a phase width probe located in the beam line fol-
lowing the cyclotron (on the extracted beam) while
Fig. 10 displays the turn patterns as seen on
a radial probe inside the cyclotron: the difference
can hardly be seen on the radial turn widths as well
as on their surfaces, that means on the phase width
and on the overall transmission. Moreover, the
extracted beams appear to be exactly the same in
the two cases.

Considering these first results and the simplicity
of the design and of the tuning of the single gridded
gap buncher, there is no doubt that it is the one we
have to choose and to improve for our purpose.

We also measured, the voltage on the buncher
being off, the transmission of the grids (from a fara-
day cup at the object point of the injection line to
a second one located before the injection into the
cyclotron): we found a 27.5% beam loss.

The grids were built using for each one a square
mesh of 30 um Mo wires obtained by photo etch-

ing. The wires, 1.5 mm apart, represent ~ 8.7% of
the surface of each grid so that, due to the beam
emittance and to a possible grid misalignment, we
should have a ~ 17% beam loss as compared to
the 27.5% we have measured: this rather large
discrepency is not well explained and a more re-
fined study shall be performed using various wire
thickness, wire spacing and trying to use a single set
of wires for each grid.

6. Conclusion

In order to design the buncher of the radioactive
ion beam facility under construction at GANIL we
have decided to use a direct high amplitude saw-
tooth generator as proposed at Lanzhou. We have
built a prototype delivering a saw-tooth in the kV
range between 5 and 15 MHz which is linear within
3-4% over more than 80% of the RF period. The
dynamic of particles has been simulated in the
single gridded gap system of electrodes required at
our low /U < 10 cm, it has been shown that the
stray field effects of an always positve and increas-
ing saw-tooth can be controled by a careful design
of the high voltage electrode and by adding a
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movable grounded plate in front which also allows
to work at various /?A with the same electrodes.

The first buncher prototype was installed and
tested on the injection line of the compact injector
cyclotron C01 of GANIL. The results show that
our prototype is already quite efficient: it has been
compared to the double drift harmonic buncher we
normally use on this line and gave the same bunch-
ing efficiency. Of course, the transmission is affected
by the limited transparency of the 2 grids.

In the final design we will improve the sawtooth
generator (essentialy its linearity), the electrode de-
sign and especially the grid system which was far
from optimum: some more tests are required and
will be performed to improve their transparency
while preserving the electric field quality, the ex-
treme case being to put no grids! A first simulation
of this "exotic" case seems to give rather good
results, the lower bunching efficiency being more
than compensated by the gain in transparency
when using no grids; the buncher construction and
operation are much more simple (no more problem
related to the grid life time, elimination of the grid
effect on the particle dynamic [3]). This solution
will also be tested on beam as soon as possible. ...

At higher energies the required amplitude and
the frequency range of the saw-tooth would have to
be increased (the choice of another tube and the
lowering of the capacities should allow to get high-
er voltages) and the limits of this solution have to
be determined.
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TABLE 1

AVAILABLE IONS AT GANIL
02-29-2000

ION

type
C
C
N

. N
O
O

o
Ne
Ne
Mg
Si
S
S

AT

Ar
Ca
Ca
Cr
Cr
Ni
Ni
Cu
Zn
Zn
Ge
Ge
Kr
Kr
Kr
Mo
Nb
Cd
Ag
Ag
Sn
Sn
Te
Xe
Xe
Sm
Gd
Gd
Gd
Ta
Pb
U

masse
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
24
28
32
36
36
40
40
48
50
52
58
64
65
64
70
74
76
78
84
86

92/96
93
106
107
109
112
116
125
129
132
154
155
157
158
181
208
238

PRODUCTION
METHOD

GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS

OVEN
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS

OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
OVEN

OVEN/MIVOC
OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
GAS
GAS
GAS

OVEN
ROD/SPUTTERING

OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
OVEN
GAS
GAS
ROD
ROD
ROD
ROD

ROD/SPUTTERING
OVEN

SPUTTERING

SAMPLE
AVAILABLE AT

GANIL

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
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TABLE 2

ACCELERATED BEAMS
WITH THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

(02-29-2000)

Notes for the use of the following table:

- *: when the intensity is indicated as > xx nA, the value "xx" corresponds to a 400 Watt accelerated beam. For
higher intensities, see § 5.

- ** max. source ion current tested for long-term stability

- the intensities correspond to a given energy. Any new energy requires a further study.

- the beams coming from SSCl are available for the SME (Medium Energy Exit), with energies between 4 and
13 MeV/A. They can also be sent directly to all the experimental areas.

ION

type
C
C

c
c
N
N
N
O

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Ne
Ne
Ne
Mg
Mg
S

Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar

masse
12
13
13
13
14
14

16
16
16
17
17
18
18
18
18
20
20
22
24
24
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
40
40
40
40

CHARGE
STATE

source/final
4/6
2/6
3/6
3/6
111
3/7
3/7
3/8
3/8
4/8
3/8
4/8
2/8
3/8
4/8
4/8
3/10
5/10
5/10
5/12
7/12

(8)10/16
4/16
5/16
5/17
5/17
5/17
10/18
7/18
6/15
llll
llll

Isotopic
enrichment

%
99
99

99

99
99

50

99

99

99
79

65
99

99

Source
intensity

**
HA
100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200
200
200
100
100
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

6
10

{60)121
40
60
60
60
60
100
100
100
100
100

RF
FREQUENCY

MHz
13.45
8.54
10.97
12.13
7.938
13.45
11.35
9.52
11.76
13.45
10.1
12.75
7.95
10.1

11.225
12.2

9.893
13.45

11
11.77
13.45
12.31
7.55
8.19
8.77
9.31

9.478
13.45
7.94
8.66
9.52
9.6

FINAL
ENERGY

MeV/u
95
35
60
75
30
95
65
44
70
95
50
84
30
50
63
76
48
95
60
70
95

77.5
27.1
32
37
42
44
95
30
36

43.8
45

INTENSITY
ON TARGET *

nA
>2100
>5200
>3000
>2400
>6600
>2100
>2900
>4500
>2800
>2100
>3800
>2200
>5900
>3500
>2800
>2300
>4100
>2100
>3000
1000
1500

>2200
>5000
>5000
>5000
>4000
>4000
>2100
>5000
>4000
>3800
>3700



ION

type

Ar
Ar
AT

Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Cr
Cr
Cr
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Cu
Zn
Zn
Ge
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Mo
Nb
Nb
Nb
Cd
Ag
Ag
Ag
Sn
Sn
Sn
Sn
Te
Te
Xe
Xe
Xe
Xe
Xe
Xe
Xe

mass

40
40
40
40
40
40
48
50
50
52
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
64
65
64
70
76
78
84
84
84
86
86
86
92
93
93
93
106
107
107
109
112
112
116
116
125
125
129
129
129
129
129
129
132

CHARGE
STATE

Source/final

9/17
7/17
9/18
7/18
6/19
9/20

8(10)/19
11/22
13/23
10/23
10/26
12/26
10/26
10/26
11/26
14/27
15/28
10/26
13/27
13/29
15/29
13/30
16/34
14/33
11/31
12/31
10/30
15/34
12/31

16(17)/37
13/31
14/33
16/36
21/44
19/40
18/38
18/38
22/46
17/43
16/37
16/38
17/38
17/38
14/37
15/38
15/41
18/44
20/44
19/46
18/42

Isotopic
enrichment

%

97

56
93

84
68

68

68
90
99
50
34
75
99
90

99

98
100

80
99

99

96

95

78

65

Source
intensity

#*

HA

150
100
150
5
5
10
6
4
4
5
35
15
35
35
25
3
1

Ia3
3
5
3
2

25
50
90
50
100
40
55
3

1.3
1.3
1
5
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
1
1

30
30
30
35
25
35
30

RF
FREQUENCY

MHz

11.053
11.77
12.27
7.94

10.1347
13.455

11
10.81
12.62
12.15
10.28
11.38
11.651
11.95
12.06
12.49

13.145
11.061
11.33
12.42
11.48
11.1
11.99

11
9.055
9.41
8.55
11

9.43
10.975
7.28

8.075
10.64
11.5
10.28
8.71
8.55

11.222
10.8
7.28
7.95
7.28
7.55
7.55

7.935
8.012
9.52
9.4

10.09
8.48

FINAL
ENERGY

MeV/u

60.9
70

76.9
30

50.4
95

60.3
58
82
75
52
65

68.5
72.5
74
80

89.97
61

64.4
79
66
61
73
60

39.5
42.9
35
60

43.1
60
25
31
56

66.5
52

36.4
35
63

57.9
25
30
25
27
27
30

30.65
44

42.8
50

34.44

INTENSITY
ON

TARGET*
nA

>2700
>2400
>2300

500
500
1300
1000
450
600
800

>3400
>2700
>2600
>2400
>2400

150
100
500
500
500

300 (enr:45%)
200
2000

>2600
>3700
>3400
>3900
2000

>3300
200
200
200
200
150
300
300
100
200
200
200
200
50
50

500
500
1800
2000
1300
2000
1500
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ION

type
Xe
Sm
Gd
Gd
Gd
Ta
Ta
Pb
U

masse
132
154
155
157
158
181
181
208
238

CHARGE
STATE

source/final
18/45
20/46
19/47
19/47
19/47
24/55
24/57
23/56
24/58

Isotopic
enrichment

%

98
95

100

99
99

Source
intensity

**
HA
30
3

3.5
3.5
3.5
8
8
5
2

RF
FREQUENCY

MHz
9.649
8.207
8.672
8.562

8.5073
8.66

9.055
7.82
7.13

FINAL
ENERGY

MeV/u
45.4
32

36.1
35.1
34.7
36
40
29
24

INTENSITY
ON TARGET«

nAe
1800
100
100
100
100
80
80
100
50
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EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Date

27 August

21 Sept

13 July

22 June

30 June

20 April

15 April

7 Sept

9 May

30 April

7 April
11 Nov

11 Nov 16
Nov

20 August

21 July, 24 Sept,
24Oct

14Jun,
3 Nov

10 June

Exp.
No.

E243a

E257a

E281a

E287a

E297a

E302

E305

E312

E313

E314

E316

E317a

E322

E323

E326

E339

Durati
on
(h)
129

23

181

186.5

160.5

160

120

234.5

140.5

78

248

170.5

163.5

83.5

63.5

72.5

Title

Study of exotic isomers among the
quasifragmentation products of an 86 Kr beam

Influence of Fission Barriers and Neutron Binding
Energies

Exotic clustering in neutron-rich carbon Isotopes and
the structure of 16B

In beam spectroscopy of neutron-rich nuclei at N=28
closed shell

Comparative study of elastic diffusion induced by
^Fe in its normal state and in its isomeric state on
protons with Must detector

Study of nuclear haloes with proton-neutron
bremsstrahlung

Interplay between the neutron halo structure of the
projectile ("He, "Be, 11Li) and the reaction mechanisms
at intermediate bombarding energy

Spectroscopic studies of the Tz = -2 nuclei between
14Crand52Niandof 4 5 Fe

Study of beta-delayed two-proton decay of 22 Al and
26 P

Study of the static deformation around the "Island of
nversion": 29 Mg 31 Mg

Study of 21 Al by the Resonnant Elastic scattering

Search for two-proton emission from 1U Mg

Probing single particle structures near the N=40 sub-
shell closure via the measurement of isomeric g-
actors in the 68 Ni region

Study of neutron and proton deformations in 10C and
1C

Beam time request for Exogam commissioning

Formation of super heavy isotopes

Spokespers
on

Lewitowicz

Morjean

Catford

Sorlin

Delbourg

Marques

Lott

Giovinazzo

Jokinen

Neyens

De Oliveira

Suomijarvi

Neyens

Lapoux

De France

Peter

Beam

'bGeia™+

J bAr l u / 1 B +

4 B C a luna+

0 B Ni " « " -

* A r i u - W

at>Q b/it>+

* 4 M g " " +

'bGe iaraw

861/y 9/29+

208 Pb24+

E
Mev/u

61

95

95

60

60

75

75

74

95

77

95

95

61

95

4.26

4.3
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EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED IN SWIFT ION PHYSICS

Date

20 June
3 Sept

30 Sept

21 Oct

1 Oct

4 June
26 Sept

19 June

7 May

29 Sept

26 May

24Nov

6 June

19 Oct

20 Oct

22 Oct

Exp No.

P414

P462

P468c

P470

P477

P493

P494

P499

P500

P503

P507

P517

P518

P519

Duration
(h)

15.5
31.5

12

12

7

40

22

27.5

36

108

8.5

24.5

17

8

24

Title

Direct observation by optical
absorption spectroscopy of free

radicals produced by radiolysis of
water

Modification of the vortex structure
by irradiation defects

Analysis of cell damage induced by
heavy ions: early effects and long-

term consequences

Vortex anchoring in
superconducting oxides

Variation in relative biological
efficiency (RBE) of 12C ions during
the last millimeters of their path in

biological tissues. Studies of
different criteria and pertinent tests

for radiotherapy applications

Effects of heavy ions on
neuroimmunitary regulations

High LET irradiation of diploid
human cells: short-term effects and

long-term consequences

nfluence of swift heavy ion
rradiation on the structure and
magnetic properties of iron based
alloys
Production and transport of excited

states of the projectile in solids:
Change in fine structural

components with =2 of17+ Ar on
different carbon thicknesses

Velocity distribution of atoms
ejected by impact of a swift ion

Irradiation of a UO/water interface
by light ions: influence of linear

energy transfer of ions on uranium
release

Effect of high Tel ionizing radiation
on cell DNA

Synthesis of multimetallic
aggregates by irradiation with heavy

ions

Pulsed radiolysis of water with
heavy ions. Spectra resolved in

radical times

Spokesperson

Hickel

Konczykowski

Cherbonnel

Simon

Gueulette

Lebaron

Terleth

Kopcewicz

Vernhet

Bouffard

Corbel

Ravanat

Remita

Hickel

Beam

16/-J 5/8+

20 Ne 6/10+

208 n u 25/36+

12Q4/6+

2 0 8 P b 25/3&+

12^x 4/6+

ifaQ 5/8+

36 A „ 10/18+

108pu. 25/56+

36 A „ 10+

8 6 K r 10+

12f% 4/6+

12^\ 4/6+

13/-N 3/6+

12Q 4/6+

E Mev/u

CO
 C

O
en

 e
n

29

95

29

95

95

95

29

13.6

5.3

95

95

75

95

75
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